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Unlike some other reproductions of classic texts (1) We have not used OCR(Optical Character
Recognition), as this leads to bad quality books with introduced typos. (2) In books where there are
images such as portraits, maps, sketches etc We have endeavoured to keep the quality of these
images, so they represent accurately the original artefact. Although occasionally there may be
certain imperfections with these old texts, we feel they deserve to be made available for future
generations to enjoy. Are you ready to embark on a language-learning journey? Look no further!
"Portuguese Language for Foreigners: The Complete Beginner's Guide to Learning Portuguese and
Traveling in Portugal as Presented by the World's Best Universities" is the ultimate resource for
anyone who wants to learn Portuguese and immerse themselves in the vibrant culture of Portugal.
With the expertise of the world's top universities, this book provides a comprehensive compilation of
texts, exercises, and valuable resources used to teach Portuguese to foreigners. Whether you prefer
independent learning or want to study with a partner, this guide offers the most effective methods to
help you master the Portuguese language. It's also a valuable manual for Portuguese language
teachers and lecturers, providing them with the tools they need to create engaging and dynamic
lessons. What sets this book apart is the author's extensive experience teaching Portuguese to
foreign students, including establishing Portuguese departments in prominent Chinese universities.
Through collaborations with esteemed institutions like the Universities of Guangdong, Harbin, Jilin,
and Shanghai, the author has gained invaluable insights into language learning. With this
knowledge, they have meticulously researched existing resources in the market to create a manual
that guarantees faster, better, and more motivating results. As a lecturer, the author has been
recognized as one of the most efficient language teachers in China. They have been recommended
by the Portuguese Embassy as one of their best lecturers ever. Their students have even won



numerous national awards for their exceptional speech, translation, interpretation, and writing
skills. Impressively, many of these students have achieved fluency in Portuguese within just one
month. The impact of this book is undeniable. Former students have gone on to become successful
managers, entrepreneurs, translators, and interpreters in various renowned companies worldwide.
They have found opportunities in countries such as Brazil, Portugal, Angola, Mozambique, Spain,
Saudi Arabia, China, England, and the USA. This immersive guide to learning Portuguese is not just
about acquiring language proficiency. It's an invitation to explore the rich and diverse Portuguese-
speaking world. Whether you're planning a trip to Portugal, want to connect with Portuguese-
speaking communities, or simply have a passion for language learning, "Portuguese Language for
Foreigners" is your gateway to rewarding experiences and endless possibilities. Ready to embark on
your language-learning journey? Buy "Portuguese Language for Foreigners" now and unleash your
linguistic potential! The SAM Answer Key provides answers to all discrete-answer activities in the
Student Activities Manual (both Brazilian and European versions). 20-2212 Modern Brazilian
Portuguese Grammar: A Practical Guide is an innovative reference guide to Brazilian Portuguese,
combining traditional and function-based grammar in a single volume. The Grammar is divided into
two parts. Part A covers traditional grammatical categories such as agreement, nouns, verbs and
adjectives. Part B is carefully organized around language functions covering all major
communication situations such as establishing identity, making contact and expressing likes, dislikes
and preferences. With a strong emphasis on contemporary usage, all grammar points and functions
are richly illustrated with examples. Building on the success of the second edition, this third edition
provides new and extended notes for Spanish speakers, which focus on common difficulties faced by
learners of Portuguese, as well as revised explanations of grammar and usage, which include the use
of ‘tu’ in Portuguese. A combination of reference grammar and practical usage manual,
complemented by a Companion Website with audiovisual material and a separate Workbook
designed to accompany the Grammar, this textbook is the ideal source for learners of Brazilian
Portuguese at all levels, from beginner to advanced. Modern Brazilian Portuguese Grammar: A
Practical Guide is an innovative reference guide to Brazilian Portuguese, combining traditional and
function-based grammar in a single volume. The Grammar is divided into two parts. Part A covers
traditional grammatical categories such as agreement, nouns, verbs and adjectives. Part B is
carefully organized around language functions covering all major communication situations such as
establishing identity, making contact and expressing likes, dislikes and preferences. With a strong
emphasis on contemporary usage, all grammar points and functions are richly illustrated with
examples. Building on the success of the first edition, this second edition also includes: • An
introduction to the history and current status of Brazilian Portuguese • Notes for Spanish speakers
pointing out the main grammatical differences between the two languages • Additional explanation
and exemplification of areas of particular difficulty for learners. A combination of reference
grammar and practical usage manual, Modern Brazilian Portuguese Grammar is the ideal source for
learners of Brazilian Portuguese at all levels, from beginner to advanced. Manual prático de escrita
em português/Developing Writing Skills in Portuguese provides intermediate- and advanced-level
students with the necessary skills to become competent and confident writers in the Portuguese
language. With a focus on writing as a craft, Manual prático de escrita em português offers a rich
selection of original materials including narrative texts, expository essays, opinion pieces and
newspaper articles. Each chapter covers a specific kind of writing and is designed to help tackle the
material in small units. The book aids students in crafting clear, coherent and cohesive texts by
means of guided practice and step-by-step activities. Suitable for use as a classroom text or as a self-
study course, this book is ideal for students at level B2 – C2 of the Common European Framework
for Languages or at Intermediate High – Advanced High on the ACTFL proficiency scales. This
manual is the first comprehensive account of Brazilian Portuguese linguistics written in English,
offering not only linguists but also historians and social scientists new insights gained from the
intensive research carried out over the last decades on the linguistic reality of this vast territory. In
the 20 overview chapters, internationally renowned experts give detailed yet concise information on



a wide range of language-internal as well as external synchronic and diachronic topics. Most of this
information is the fruit of large-scale language documentation and description projects, such as the
project on the linguistic norm of educated speakers (NURC), the project “Grammar of spoken
Portuguese”, and the project “Towards a History of Brazilian Portuguese” (PHPB), among others.
Further chapters of high contemporary interest and relevance include the study of linguistic policies
and psycholinguistics. The manual offers theoretical insights of general interest, not least since
many chapters present the linguistic data in the light of a combination of formal, functional,
generative and sociolinguistic approaches. This rather unique feature of the volume is achieved by
the double authorship of some of the relevant chapters, thus bringing together and synthesizing
different perspectives. Dictionary included in the Living Language Complete Basic Course. Manual
descritivo de Portugal. This book is a compilation of texts, exercises, and a vast amount resources as
used in the best universities to teach Portuguese to Foreigners. It includes the most effective
methods to learn the Portuguese Language, either alone or with the help of a partner. It's also an
excellent manual to help Portuguese Language Teachers and Lecturers in the Classroom. This book
is based on an extensive experience teaching Portuguese to foreign students, creating the first
Portuguese Departments for several Chinese Universities, and most importantly, based on the
insights acquired through cooperations with the Universities of Guangdong, Harbin, Jilin and
Shanghai, in China. During these years, the author researched everything that exists in the market
to teach the Portuguese Language, and that's why he knows that you won't ever find a manual for
the teaching of the Portuguese Language that can guarantee you faster and better results, but also
more motivating and interesting than what is presented here. Moreover, during his experience as a
lecturer, the author was considered one of the most efficient Language Teachers in China,
recommended by the Portuguese Embassy as one of their best lecturers ever, and his students were
known for winning multiple national awards related to speech, translation, interpretation and
writing competitions, and also known for being the fastest at language learning. Many of them
became fluent Portuguese speakers in just one month. Today, these formers students are managers,
entrepreneurs, translators, interpreters, and employees of some of the best and most popular
companies around the world, including futebol teams, and in countries as diversified as Brazil,
Portugal, Angola, Mozambique, Spain, Saudi Arabia, China, England and the USA, among many
others. ENG: This manual was prepared by medical students for their fellow classmates to introduce
them to the growing world of treating and caring for the Portuguese speaking population. Its
purpose is to teach the basic skills of history taking and information gathering in Portuguese. POR:
Este manual foi criado por estudantes de medicina, para outros estudantes de medicina. O livro
contem perguntas basicas relacionadas ao atendimento de pacientes que falam somente Portugues.
O livro esta dividido em capitulos de varias especialidades, e contem traducoes de Ingles para
Portugues e vice-versa. The organization of the Student Activities Manual follows that of the main
text, providing further practice of each chapter's vocabulary and grammatical structures through
sentence-building and completion exercises, fill-ins, and art- and realia-cued activities. 0135129397 /
9780135129395 Ponto de Encontro: Portuguese as a World Language Value Package (includes
Brazilian Activities Manual for Ponto de Encontro: Portuguese as a World Language) Package
consists of: 0131894056 / 9780131894051 Ponto de Encontro: Portuguese as a World Language
0131894080 / 9780131894082 Brazilian Activities Manual for Ponto de Encontro: Portuguese as a
World Language There is a Brazilian version and European Portuguese version of the Student
Activities Manual. The organization of the Student Activities Manual follows that of the main text,
providing further practice of each chapter's vocabulary and grammatical structures through
sentence-building and completion exercises, fill-ins, and art- and realia-cued activities. Reading and
writing activities include strategies for improving reading and writing skills. The audio recorded
passages are followed by comprehension-check activities. The video based activities test students'
comprehension of the video and invite them to react to the experiences and opinions expressed by
the speakers. A substantial appendix to both SAMs provides additional targeted practice for Spanish-
speaking learners of Portuguese. This manual is the first comprehensive account of Brazilian



Portuguese linguistics written in English, offering not only linguists but also historians and social
scientists new insights gained from the intensive research carried out over the last decades on the
linguistic reality of this vast territory. In the 20 overview chapters, internationally renowned experts
give detailed yet concise information on a wide range of language-internal as well as external
synchronic and diachronic topics. Most of this information is the fruit of large-scale language
documentation and description projects, such as the project on the linguistic norm of educated
speakers (NURC), the project “Grammar of spoken Portuguese”, and the project “Towards a History
of Brazilian Portuguese” (PHPB), among others. Further chapters of high contemporary interest and
relevance include the study of linguistic policies and psycholinguistics. The manual offers theoretical
insights of general interest, not least since many chapters present the linguistic data in the light of a
combination of formal, functional, generative and sociolinguistic approaches. This rather unique
feature of the volume is achieved by the double authorship of some of the relevant chapters, thus
bringing together and synthesizing different perspectives. 20-2208 Ponto de Encontro is a language
textbook that allows the instructor to choose to teach either Brazilian or European Portuguese. The
2nd Edition of this best-selling text is updated to reflect the 1990 Acordo Ortográfico (spelling
reform), ensuring students learn how to accurately read and write in Portuguese today. Teaching &
Learning Experience Balanced, Communicative Approach – Students learn to communicate
effectively in spoken and written Portuguese through a variety of guided and open ended activities.
Ponto integrates cultural information and promotes exchange at every stage of instruction. Connect
with Culture - Offers learners a rich variety of insights into cultural, social and political realities of
the entire Portuguese-speaking world. Explore Grammar - Grammatical structures are presented as
a means to effective communication. Build Vocabulary - Tight integration of vocabulary and
grammar presentation and exercises reinforce the focus on usage and real-life situations. Develop
Skills - Extensive culture-based sections create authentic and meaningful environments for skill-
development in each area: listening, speaking, reading and writing. The full text downloaded to your
computer With eBooks you can: search for key concepts, words and phrases make highlights and
notes as you study share your notes with friends eBooks are downloaded to your computer and
accessible either offline through the Bookshelf (available as a free download), available online and
also via the iPad and Android apps. Upon purchase, you'll gain instant access to this eBook. Time
limit The eBooks products do not have an expiry date. You will continue to access your digital ebook
products whilst you have your Bookshelf installed. 0135020425 / 9780135020425 Ponto de
Encontro: Portuguese as a World Language Value Pack (includes Brazilian Activities Manual for
Ponto de Encontro: Portuguese as a World Language & Audio CDs for Brazilian SAM for Ponto de
Encontro: Portuguese as a World Language) Package consists of: 0131894056 / 9780131894051
Ponto de Encontro: Portuguese as a World 0131894080 / 9780131894082 Brazilian Activities Manual
for Ponto de Encontro: Portuguese as a World Language 0136130062 / 9780136130062 Audio CDs
for Brazilian SAM for Ponto de Encontro: Portuguese as a World Language Product 15-2208 An
essential, comprehensive guide for all who are interested in learning the Portuguese language and
mastering its complexities, Portuguese: A Reference Manual supplements the phonetic and
grammatical explanations offered in basic textbooks. While the Manual focuses on Brazilian
Portuguese, it incorporates European Portuguese variants and thus provides a more complete
description of the language. Accessible to non-linguists and novice language learners, as well as
informative for instructors of Portuguese and specialists in other languages, this guide incorporates
the Orthographic Accord (in effect since 2009–2010), which attempts to standardize Portuguese
orthography. The Manual reflects the language as it is currently taught at both the undergraduate
and graduate levels by providing detailed explanations of the sound and writing systems and the
grammar of the principal Portuguese dialects. A reference guide rather than a textbook, the Manual
also provides extensive verb charts, as well as comparisons of Portuguese with English and Spanish.
Modern Brazilian Portuguese Grammar Workbook is an innovative book of exercises and language
tasks for all learners of Brazilian Portuguese. The book is divided into two sections: Part A provides
exercises based on essential grammatical structures Part B practises everyday functions (e.g making



social contact, asking questions and expressing needs) A comprehensive answer key at the back of
the book enables you to check on your progress. Modern Brazilian Grammar Workbook is ideal for
all learners who have a basic knowledge of Brazilian Portuguese, including undergraduates taking
Brazilian Portuguese as a major or minor part of their studies, as well as intermediate and advanced
students in schools and adult education. It can be used independently or in conjunction with Modern
Brazilian Portuguese Grammar: A Practical Guide.
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